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Biggest Areas

- 14% Software Development
- 13% Discrete Structures
- 9% Algorithms and Complexity
- 9% Programming Languages
- 9% Software Engineering
- 9% Systems Fundamentals

- 63% Total
Systems Areas

- 5% Architecture and Organization
- 3% Networking and Communication
- 5% Operating Systems
- 9% Systems Fundamentals

- 22% Total
Architecture and Organization

- Digital Logic and Digital Systems
- Machine Level Representation of Data
- Assembly Level Machine Organization
- Memory System Organization and Architecture
- Interfacing and Communication
- Functional Organization
- Multiprocessing and Alternative Architectures
- Performance Enhancements
Networking and Communication

- Introduction
- Networked Applications
- Reliable Data Delivery
- Routing And Forwarding
- Local Area Networks
- Resource Allocation
- Mobility
- Social Networking
Operating Systems

- Overview of Operating Systems
- Operating System Principles
- Concurrency
- Scheduling and Dispatch
- Memory Management
- Security and Protection
- Virtual Machines
- Device Management
- File Systems
- Real Time and Embedded Systems
- Fault Tolerance
- System Performance Evaluation
Systems Fundamentals

- Computational Paradigms
- Cross-Layer Communications
- State and State Machines
- Parallelism
- Evaluation
- Resource Allocation and Scheduling
- Proximity
- Virtualization and Isolation
- Reliability through Redundancy
- Quantitative Evaluation